BRANDT & PARTNER
HUMAN ASSET MANAGEMENT

Brandt Partner GmbH, Human Asset Management was founded in 1995 in St. Gallen and is a
Swiss company that is currently headquartered in Basel. We are a consultancy company that is
active in Human Resources Management with a focus on staff recruitment/Executive Search.
Our customers include large and medium-sized, listed and private Swiss companies, as well as
branches of international firms and SMEs.
In line with our business expansion and to meet increasing customer demand in the life
sciences sector, we are looking for motivated, innovative and well-qualified staff as

Executive Search Consultants/
“Life science” Partners*
Goal-orientated with a deep understanding of the subject for your customers in this sector and
with a high sense of quality - you will staff upper level managerial positions.
They will benefit from your high level of communication skills, your empathy, expertise, as well
as good network within this field. You manage your customer’s mandates in an independent
and entrepreneurial manner. We support you in the structured and effective search process/
direct contact, as well as with our evaluation tools and many years of experience in executive
search.
You have a university degree or diploma (FH, B.Sc, M.Sc) in natural sciences and many years
of experience in the life sciences field. Many years of managerial/sales and project experience,
as well as entrepreneurial thinking and action are supported by efficient and effective briefing
development and contribute to long-term success.
Would you like to be involved in an innovative environment on a partnership basis and develop
your entrepreneurial personality? We offer you the opportunity to work in a performanceorientated, professional and dynamic environment, while significantly shaping the business’
development. You will enjoy not only a lot of creative freedom, but also a very attractive salary,
participation opportunities and flexible working times/locations.
If you are looking for an independent and entrepreneurial challenge, send your application to
info@brandt-partner.ch. Ms. Karin Tissier-Brandt looks forward to getting to know you.
Successful executive search consultants that are looking for more independence, participation
and enterprise or their next career step are also very welcome! We believe discretion is the
basis of fair collaboration.

*For reasons of better readability, our texts often use the masculine form to refer to people. This
presupposes that we always mean women as well!
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